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Max. Binding Length : 460 mm
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1. Extra strong structure design, aluminium clamp plate made cart
▪High strength aluminium clamp plate structure and synchronous propulsion
technique of bi-direction four rail clamping board are adopted, which are applicable to
book binding of different types with various specifications, making books durable
without deformation at distortion at clamping.

2. Double rail and brake motor design
▪It uses the first class international high speed solid double rail technology to make
the cart travel at high speed and stop accurately with brake motor

3. Double motor structure for clamping surface platform
▪Patent design and double motor control achieves firm book binding and strong
stability

4. Digital adjustment of square and round corner effect of spine
▪Digital control is suitable for binding of paper and cover of different types

5. Large screen display, function selection, easy to understand
▪Mobile phone like operation interface, extra large screen display, easy to understand
and simple to operate

6. High-power double milling cutters with perfect with raking and fluting
▪Double-layer alloy milling cutter and 18-tooth disk milling cutter make clean raking
and even fluting

FEATURES



7. Traditional back gluing and separate side gluing
 ▪Traditional glue-tank back gluing is used to get even and full gluing; with separate 
sidegluing, the binding is firmer and the molding is better

8. Humanization design of book rest plate
▪Humanization design of book rest plate is convenient for cover access and saves
working space

9. One-button setting
▪Temperature, time, pressure and other parameters can be set up with one button,
which is easy to understand and convenient to operate

10. Self-diagnosis of motor and sensor faults
 ▪Self-diagnosis and error report of photoelectric sensor and control circuit faults

11. Automatic circuit control
Intelligent circuit control, automatic check, photoelectric sensing and failure display

12. Double-rail cart travelling, accurate brake motor positioning
Brake motor is used for high speed travelling of cart to ensure that the cart can stop
exactly at the right.


